
Exhibition Announcement 

 

And there appeared a great wonder in heaven; a woman clothed 

with the sun, and the moon under her feet, and upon her head a 

crown of twelve stars.  ~  Revelations 12:1 
 

The Fifth Glorious Mystery 



Gallery Title Wall,                                                                       

Featuring left to right, Apparition (A), Up High Jesus (B), Coronation 

Fragments I, II, and III (C), and Coronation of the Virgin (D) 

NOTES:  Letters after titles correspond to detailed 

images. Laser prints all done in 2011. And, 

apologies for  quality of installation photos.  



Apparition 

A 



    Up High Jesus 

B 



C 

Coronation Fragment I 



Coronation Fragment II 

C 



C 

Coronation Fragment III 



Coronation of the Virgin,          

ink jet print 

D 



Coronation Fragments  with Angel Catcher (E) in the center 

WALL: Obfuscated Other I and II,  with Self Retaining Madonna  

(F) in the center. ALTAR: Visitation from the Divine Other II (G) 

centered between saint statues 



Angel Catcher 

E 



Coronation Fragment IV                 



Coronation Fragment V                



Coronation Fragment VI 



Coronation in Three Parts, I 



Coronation in Three Parts,  II 



Coronation in Three Parts, III 



Self-Retaining Madonna                                 

F 



Visitation from the                        

Divine Other II 

G 



The Crowning I and II,  with 

Living Water (H) in the center  



Living Water 

H 



The Crowning I 



The Crowning II 



 

THE CORONATION 
 

• As Mary enters heaven, the entire court of heaven greets with joy this masterpiece 

of God's creation.  
 

• Mary is crowned by her divine Son as Queen of heaven and earth.  
 

• More than we can ever know the Hearts of Jesus and Mary overflow with joy at this 

reunion.  
 

• Only in heaven will we know the great majesty of that coronation, and the joy it 

gave to the angels and saints.  
 

• Even the angels, who by nature are greater than humans, hail Mary as their Queen.  
 

• Mary shares so fully in the glory of Christ because she shared so fully in His 

suffering.  
 

• Only in heaven will we see how central is the role of Mary in the divine plan of 

redemption.  
 

• The angels and saints longed for the coming of her whose heel crushes the head of 

the serpent.  
 

• Mary pleads our cause as a most powerful Queen and a most merciful and loving 

Mother.  
 

• A great sign appeared in heaven; a woman clothed with the sun, the moon under her 

feet, and on her head a crown of twelve stars.  
http://www.rosary-center.org/glorious.htm 
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